Dear Parents,

Greetings!!

The month of September started with a convivial journey for kids. If I am not wrong parents! “When we say we miss our school” - We mean friends, fun, memories, academics be that in class room, playground and the most on the school trips. Students relished the scenic beauty at “Silent Resort” and “KidZania” a global indoor theme park that empowers, inspires and educates kids through real-life role-playing activities. By blending reality with entertainment, it provided an authentic and powerful developmental platform, preparing kids to understand and manage their world better.

Heading towards academics, students understood the life style of people living in cities, villages and their importance in society. It sensitizes them to respect all people from different areas. They showed their gratitude to sweepers as an act of kindness.

Students enacted the role of “Lion and the Mouse” to understand that everything has its own value. They also elucidated the story of very famous and popular friends in India among all ages of people named Akbar-Birbal.

In the world of computers and its artistic use students learnt to create, edit the objects with various tools like flipping, skew etc. in MS-Paint.

It’s truly said "Tell me and I will forget. Show me and I will remember. Involve me and I will understand." Students watched an adventure movie “Treasure Planet” in Drama and Speech which helped them in listening and reciting the dialogues.

Students moved their body with great enthusiasm by learning aerobics on rhythm and counts. To create more awareness regarding health factors, school had given them an opportunity to learn about the necessary nutrients. They attended a seminar by a Dietician.

To fill the gap between a child-parents relationship this has a major influence on most aspects of child development, with optimal parenting skills and positive behavior in achieving child’s self-esteem, school achievement, and cognitive development, the school conducted “Parents workshop”.

With the dual efforts of school and parents, students successfully finished their First Semester Examination SA-1.

In the coming semester we hope that students will have a great time and explore and experience fun-filled lessons at L.P.Savani Day Boarding!
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